
The most compact & contactless spy on the market 
The MP 007 

 
Micropross put its long time expertise in the design of innovative test equipment inside the MP 007. 
 
The MP 007 is a portable spy tool, able to monitor transaction that involve contact and contactless 
smartcards, banking terminals, NFC devices, e-passports, on site.  
Battery powered, autonomous, and fitting in the palm of one’s hand, the MP 007 is the most precious 
companion of any engineer who has to perform debugging tasks in challenging conditions. This tool is 
light, compact, fits in all laptop bags, and can be placed in any carry-on luggage.  
 
With the MP 007, best things definitely come in small packages. Able to spy simultaneously contact (ISO 
7816, SWP/HCI) and contactless (ISO 14443, ISO 15693, FeliCa, Mifare, …) technologies, this tool provides 
never seen before convenience in its usage. 
 
Using either the market acclaimed desktop version of MPManager, or its brand new cutting edge 
touchscreen version, customers will (not only) access to the content of the frames, but will also enjoy a 
business oriented analysis of those frames, using  
the numerous available decoders.  
 
Customers looking for more than just a passive spy tool will be able to benefit from the smartcard 
simulation feature of the MP 007, to perform application testing, or simply perform a basic on-side « 
go/no go » inspection. 
 
Because the market is global, because development teams are scattered around the globe, the MP 007 
has been designed to be compatible with the thousands of Micropross test systems installed in the world. 
Capturing an exchange in Shanghai, and get it analyzed and replayed automatically in California becomes 
as  
easy as 1+1.  
 
Perfect for the banking, NFC, e-identification, RFID markets, the MP 007 elegantly meets the challenge 
raised by the mass deployment of the NFC technology, and smart objects in general. 
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筑波科技股份有限公司 ACE Solution Co., Ltd.  

Eva Tsai 蔡小姐 886-3-5525633 ext.237 
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